CONTACT

MEMBERSHIP

International Raw Materials Observatory aisbl
Rue Vautier 54
1050 Brussels
Belgium

The Observatory is open to all stakeholders active
in the raw materials value chain.
Annual membership fees depend on the size and
turnover of organisations:

Web: intraw.eu
Email: observatory@intraw.eu
Phone: +32 2 454 50 52
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PARTNERS
American Geosciences Institute / American Institute
of Professional Geologists / Ambigroup / Assimagra /
Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and
Engineering / European Federation of Geologists /
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft / Fundação para a Ciência
e a Tecnologia / Geological Survey of Slovenia /
La Palma Research Centre / MinPol / Pan-European
Reserves & Resources Reporting Committee /
Resources Computing International /
University of Exeter

Micro and small organisations with less
than 49 persons employed or turnover
≤ €10 million or balance sheet total
≤ €10 million

3.000€

Medium-sized organisations with 50249 persons employed or turnover
≤ €50 million or balance sheet total
≤ €43 million

6.000€

Large organisations with 250 or more
persons employed or turnover
> €50 million or balance sheet total
> €43 million

12.000€

INTERNATIONAL
RAW MATERIALS
OBSERVATORY

MISSION

SERVICES

The International Raw Materials Observatory is a not
for profit independent, honest broker, providing authoritative specialised support on mineral raw materials
cooperation, diplomacy and foresight.

To ensure its independence, the Observatory combines exclusive services to members with an offer of
services to the marketplace.
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GOALS
• Promote international cooperation on mineral raw
materials research & innovation, education & outreach,
industry & trade and recycling, management &
substitution of strategic raw materials;
• Expand raw materials diplomacy and disseminate
best practice on mineral raw materials supply;
• Provide to policy-makers independent comprehensive
analysis of raw materials that is authoritative, confidential
and objective;
• Help organisations along the minerals value chain
improving their sustainability.

These services include:
• Reports & Factsheets on mineral raw materials;
• Foresight studies on sector trends;
• A World Barometer providing members with periodic
reports on opportunities and threats relating to mineral
raw materials provision;
• A Data Repository offering open access to background
information relevant to the raw materials sector;
• A platform for dialogues on mineral raw materials
thanks to exclusive high-level summits involving
representatives of international intergovernmental
organisations.
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Its mission is to support international cooperation on
mineral raw materials’ research & innovation, education
& outreach, industry & trade and recycling, management
& substitution of strategic raw materials.

